
Scaling payments for e-commerce & subscription companies with ambitions.
Providing an end-to-end payment experience, based on an integrated

payment gateway and subscription platform - independent from acquirers.

Reepay provides companies with an easy payment solution that handles single

payments, subscriptions and acquiring all in one. We are among the top leaders of

the nordic payments industry and our services are used by numerous e-commerce

businesses along with subscription based companies. Using our experience with

both e-commerce & subscriptions, we can support the online business of the future.

Reepay can boast of many well-known customers such as: dba (used goods

marketplace), Matas (cosmetics, beauty, and OTC medicine), Lomax (office supplies

and furniture), Chanti (jewelry), hungry.dk (take away) and many more. Our
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customers comprise both big enterprises and SMEs, and our solutions fit all sizes of

business ventures.

The Reepay’s payment gateway offers online stores the possibility to choose the

best/cheapest acquirer (independent from acquirers); while our solution supports

most of the payment cards worldwide along with a growing number of local payment

methods.

In addition, Reepay provides an advanced subscription platform which can be

adopted by businesses offering both tangible and intangible products. Our solution is

addressed to companies from various industries. Since the subscription platform

comes in a bundle with the payment gateway, we can offer a complete payment

experience for online customers.
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Here is a look at 4 customer cases, that has implemented Reepay’s payment
gateway & subscription platform:

ONLIME
online storage provider

Having developed our own webapp for years for
our cloud subscriptions, we were delighted to
discover Reepay. Gone are the days of
spending valuable time and money to develop
subscription functionality, which gets
increasingly complex over time. Thanks to
Reepay we have now reduced our system
complexity which means pushing new
functionality faster and having a more robust
and secure system overall.

NORDIC HIIT
online training platform

We looked at several SaaS billing platforms, but
none came anywhere close to Reepay. Using
Reepay has eliminated the need for full-time
developers to maintain a complex billing
solution. With Reepay we can focus on our
service and not wasting time on building
subscriptions services.
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CHAMPAGNE FOR ALLE
champagne boxes subscription

When Champagne For alle set out to develop a
flexible champagne box subscription, Reepay
helped us to get to market quickly, with a
scalable PCI-compliant solution with multiple
pricing tiers and several highly customizable
options. Reepay’s support and dashboard
makes it easy to see revenue trends, churn
reports, and manage our business. Reepay has
always been quick to respond and efficient in
helping us troubleshoot any issues.

HOMEBOB
house maintenance subscription

We got a flexible and lucid payment solution
with Reepay. The solution embraces the need
for a natural signup flow and automated mail
communication. For us it is an essential part of a
payment solution, that it is user-friendly and
secure. That solution we found at Reepay. It
provides us with an easy dashboard with details
of our clients and invoices and helps us
administer our assignments. That leaves us time
to develop our business.
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